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Abstract 

 

The Keynesian revolution that started with the advent of “General Theory” in 1936 has changed the policy 

behavior all over the world especially in countries that Keynes had the most influence.  In the post WWII era 

US policy makers have been active to make a deliberate change in the macro-economy with active policy 

options.  This continued all the way until the 1970s and the Phillips Curve idea added fuel to the fire.  After a 

somewhat calmness in the 1990s for policy activism, the policy makers got quite involved in acute policy 

changes thereafter.  This went somewhat overboard after 2008.  This paper is an attempt to show that from 

2008 onwards, for one reason or the other, the US fiscal and monetary policies have been most Keynesian in 

nature.  We use the data to support our points and successfully show that an ultra Keynesian economist would 

have been proud of this behavior. 

 

Demand Management Policies in the USA Since 2008: Are They the Most “Keynesian” Ever? 

 

 A fundamental belief of Keynesian economics is that there must be an active government sector in 

order to reach full employment of the economy. While some may argue that true Keynesian economics is 

underrepresented in areas such as economic inequality, the international economic social order, and the 

international monetary economy (see Kirshner 2009), this paper is going to use Keynes’ fundamental 

suggestion of a “somewhat comprehensive socialization of investment as the only means for the 

approximation to full employment” in order to show that the government has been exhibiting Keynesian 

behavior in this sense.  
 

Keynes differentiated between the equilibrium level of GDP in an economy and full employment 

level of GDP of an economy by arguing that the equilibrium level is simply where aggregate demand is equal 

to aggregate supply, with no outside forces creating the equilibrium. The full employment level of equilibrium 

is where “all labor in the economy willing to work can find a job” (Kulkarni, 62). This shows the need for an 

active government sector because the equilibrium and full employment level of GDP are not always equal, 

and to get to full employment, outside help such as increased government expenditure is the only way to 

achieve that. In the words of J.M. Keynes, “I perceive therefore, a somewhat comprehensive socialization of 

investment as the only means to reach to the approximation to full employment”. Keynes further stated that 

when government expenditure is increased, then GDP will be increased as well due to the multiplier process- 

hence why government expenditure is crucial for keeping the economy at full employment. This multiplier 

process consists of some number, called the investment or expenditure multiplier that is multiplied by the 

change in government expenditure (or investment) in the economy. The multiplier yields an even larger 

change in GDP because an increase in expenditure initially enters the economy as income. This income is then 

used for consumption, which then turns into consumption for someone else.  
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Keynes argued that this occurs on a larger, macro-scale for an economy because consumption of an 

economy is determined by the GDP level, or national income.  
 

 In practice, this process is done through fiscal policy- government expenditure and taxes. Congress has 

autonomy when it comes to spending, therefore where they determine it is necessary to increase or decrease 

expenditure, they can do so as they please. The government has exhibited the most Keynesian policy making 

since 2008 because of its increasing expenditure, increasing tax revenue, and increasing debt. Since 2008, the 

government has increased its expenditure by roughly 3,000 billion (or 3 trillion). Additionally, tax revenues 

have increased by roughly 946 billion. The national debt has been growing at a rapid pace, roughly 13.3 

trillion in the last 11 years. It is safe to say that policymakers are following Keynesian economics because of 

the expansionary fiscal policy they are putting in place in order to keep the economy growing and at its full-

employment level of GDP, while also increasing the debt due to the spending.  
 

In order to support the claim that congress has created the most Keynesian policy making in the US 

since 2008, we must first look at other times where expansionary fiscal policy was implemented to compare 

the increase in expenditure. Since the Keynesian revolution in the 1930s, there have been events large and 

small where Keynesian theory has been applied to policy (Musgrave 1988). During times of war, it is common 

for nations to increase their spending dramatically in order to be victorious. While WWII was the first major 

wartime following the Keynesian macroeconomic revolution, Keynesian policy ideas were not implemented 

until the Korean War starting in 1950. During this time, the government war expenditure was $30 billion, 

which is equivalent to $341 billion in 2011 fiscal year USD (Daggett, 2010). While there is limited data on 

total government expenditure during the 3 year war period, this $30 billion is in addition to other typical 

government expenditures. The next major war for the US following the Korean War was the Vietnam War 

which lasted from 1954 to 1975. The government only contributed expenditure to the war from 1965-1975, 

and this totaled $111 billion, or $738 billion in 2011 fiscal year USD (Daggett, 2010). The increase in overall 

government expenditure in those years was $371.5 billion, making a grand total of just over $1000 billion (or 

1 trillion).  

 

War Expenditure (year of 

war, in billions) 
Expenditure (constant 

2011 fiscal year USD, 

in billions) 

% GDP in Peak 

Spending Year 

Korean 30  341 4.1  

Vietnam 111 738 2.3 

Source: Congressional Research Service 
 

In addition to the increase in spending that comes from war, there was another major point in our 

economic history where Keynesian policy became apparent. In the 1960s and 1970s, Phillips Curve 

Controversy came about between Monetarists and Neo-Keynesians on the work of Arthur William Phillips, 

who developed the idea of the Phillips Curve. The Phillips Curve Hypothesis states that there is a trade-off 

and inverse relationship between the money wage rate and the unemployment rate of the economy. This is 

because unemployment is the surplus of labor created by a declining wage rate, and the decline in the surplus 

would create a decline in unemployment. Additionally, as the wage rate increases, purchasing power 

increases, therefore increasing aggregate demand. This higher aggregate demand then stimulates higher prices, 

hence an increased expectation of profits. When profits increase, Phillips believed that this must have created 

more investment in the economy, which meant more output, hence more employment via the multiplier 

process (Kulkarni, 159). Later on, in the mid-1960s, some neo-Keynesians revised the Phillips Curve 

Hypothesis and showed that a percentage increase in the money wage rate can be shown to be equal to an 

increase in the general price level. From this revision, a main conclusion was drawn: policy makers must be 

ready to pay the high price of inflation to solve unemployment, and vice versa (Kulkarni, 161). Policy makers 

were eager to adopt expansionary policy and in the short-run, it was very successful for the late 1960s and 

early 1970s. Government expenditure increased by roughly $200 billion during this time. However, by the 

1970s, the Phillips Curve was presenting in a different manner than what was predicted and created the 

infamous period of “Stagflation”- this meant that rising inflation was accompanied with rising unemployment. 

Policy makers were still very eager to adopt expansionary policy because they were still believing in the 

Phillips Curve Hypothesis. Due to this eager spending, expenditure increased by roughly $731 billion.  
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Year Government 

Expenditure (G) 

(in billions) 

Inflation 

(consumer prices) 
CPI (constant 

2010 USD) 
Unemployment 

Rate (% of labor 

force) 

1965 204.9 1.6 14.4 4.5 

1966 232.0 3.0 14.9 3.8 

1967 261.2 2.8 15.3 3.8 

1968 288.8 4.3 16.0 3.6 

1969 210.0 5.5 16.8 3.5 

1970 341.4 5.8 17.8 4.9 

1971 373.1 4.3 18.6 5.9 

1972 406.9 3.3 19.2 5.6 

1973 438.7 6.2 20.4 4.9 

1974 492.8 11.1 22.6 5.6 

1975 576.4 9.1 24.7 8.5 

1976 616.6 5.7 26.1 7.7 

1977 665.1 6.5 27.8 7.1 

1978 735.2 7.6 29.9 6.1 

1979 814.4 11.3 33.3 5.8 

1980 935.6 13.5 37.8 7.1 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, World Bank Open Data 
 

After the calm of the 1990s, one of the starting points for a revamp of Keynesian fiscal policy making, 

and arguably the most Keynesian policy making in US history, was during the 2008 financial crisis. Many 

social scientists agree (see Feldstein (2009), Fazzari (2019)) that there was an obvious shift in policy making 

during the financial crisis. Many attribute this shift to the realization of policy makers that the policy they had 

in place was not efficient in order to bring about economic recovery, and that “fiscal measures suddenly 

achieved a level of political legitimacy not seen since the heydays of the fiscal intervention of the early years 

after World War II. In much the same way, instead of celebrating the virtues of sound finance and fiscal 

austerity, suddenly Keynesian ideas on the stabilizing role of budget deficits became popular in policy circles. 

This was so even though the economics profession had undergone no significant revolution in its 

macroeconomic thinking such as had occurred during the 1930s with the publication of Keynes’s General 

Theory” (Seccareccia 2012).  
 

President Bush signed the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) which was intended to pump money 

into the large banks and a few private corporations that had failed. This bill increased government expenditure 

by $750 billion in one sitting. A second Keynesian policy that was signed by President Obama shortly after 

was the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). This bill also increased government expenditure 

immediately by $787 billion in order to provide direct stimulus payments to get the economy back to where it 

was before the crisis. All of this spending was set to be done over the years of 2009-2019, with a majority 

taking place in the first three. In total, government expenditure was committed to spending 1,500 billion (1.5 

trillion). During the Obama administration, fiscal policy was still very much expansionary- or Keynesian- as 

government expenditure increased during those eight years and took many political detours (see Mildner and 

Howald 2013). During the Trump administration, not much changed in terms of expansionary policy.  
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Some criticize Trump and his misuse of Keynesian theory in order to spend in the manner he wanted to 

(Phelps 2018). The government still steadily increased its spending every year, and President Trump also 

introduced tax cuts. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 essentially lowered marginal tax rates as well as 

expanded the child tax credit (Kulkarni, 253). Lowering taxes is also considered expansionary fiscal policy, 

therefore also Keynesian due to the government’s increased role in the economy. Additionally, during the 

years 2016-2020, tax revenues stayed fairly constant, which shows that people were not paying more in taxes 

but rather slightly less or the same due to the reformed tax policies. In terms of just the last year, fiscal policy 

has been very expansionary due to the pandemic. The Trump administration passed two separate stimulus 

bills- the first totaling $900 billion and the second totaling a significant $2 trillion. This is encompassed in the 

data, showing that the increase in expenditure from 2019 to 2020 (from what data is available so far) was 

roughly $2 trillion. President Biden has continued Keynesian fiscal policy making by passing a $1.9 trillion 

stimulus package in order to continue combating the economic effects of COVID-19 (see Gwartney et. al 

2021).  
 

By directly comparing the increases in expenditure during both the Korean and Vietnam War and 

during the time of the Phillips Curve Controversy, it is clear that Keynesian policy making is in full effect. 

The expenditure on just the Korean War by itself is equivalent to $341 billion. The expenditure on one 

recovery bill in 2008, for instance TARP, was $750 billion. This is roughly a 200% increase in expenditure. 

When we add in ARRA passed shortly after, a $787 billion bill, this percentage increase in expenditure is 

roughly 400%. Now looking at the Vietnam War- total government expenditure during those years, which 

encompasses the $738 billion spent on the war as well as the $371.5 increase in other expenditure, is just over 

1,000 billion (or 1 trillion). Comparing this expenditure to the recovery expenditure done in 2008 and early 

2009, there is still roughly a 139% increase. During the Phillips Curve Controversy, expenditure increased by 

roughly $731 billion. Comparing this to the spending in 2008 and 2009, the increase is again roughly 200%. 
 

To further this point, there is also a great increase in expenditure just between the past two 

administrations. The roughly $1500 billion done in 2008 and 2009 is small compared to the expenditure that is 

currently being done during the novel COVID-19 pandemic. The Trump administration eagerly increased 

expenditure and quickly spent $900 billion and then a tremendous $2 trillion shortly thereafter in stimulus 

bills. The percentage increase just between the Obama and Trump administration in terms of demand 

management spending increased by just under 200%, in just 8 short years. Currently, President Biden has 

added to this increase by passing an additional $1.4 trillion bill, making the total increase just under 300%.  

 

Year GDP (billions) Government Expenditure (G) 

(billions) 
Tax revenue 

(billions) 
Unemployment (% of 

labor force) 
Debt 

(trillions) 

2009 14,448.9 3,735.4 1,123.7 9.25 10.6 

2010 14,992.1 3,963.1 1,273.6 9.63 12.3 

2011 15,542.6 3,978.0 1,478.4 8.95 14.1 

2012 16,197.0 3,901.7 1,573.0 8.07 15.2 

2013 16,784.9 3,857.2 1,744.9 7.37 16.4 

2014 17,527.3 3,964.0 1,900.1 6.17 17.3 

2015 18,238.3 4,052.6 2,024.2 5.28 18.1 

2016 18,745.1 4,200.4 2,020.3 4.87 18.9 

2017 19,543.0 4,337.4 2,015.5 4.36 19.9 

2018 20,611.9 4,590.9 2,017.1 3.90 20.5 
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2019 21,433.2 4,864.7 2,131.7 3.67 21.9 

2020 20,936.6 6,932.7 2,069.5 8.05 23.9 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), Department of Treasury, World Bank Open Data  
 

Keynesian monetary theory explains what happens in the economy when the money supply is changed. 

The focus is on the money market, and in this market, the two forces that operate are the demand for money 

and the money supply. According to Keynes, monetary policy is only effective if it leads to an increase in the 

GDP. When monetary policy becomes expansionary, the interest rate will go down because when there is a 

higher supply of money in the economy, the price of that money goes down. As the interest rate goes down, 

not only will banks be competing to give out loans, but the Marginal Efficiency of Capital (MEC) for 

producers will become greater than the interest rate which means that producers are going to invest more in 

machinery, tools, construction activities, etc. This increased investment activity then creates a higher GDP 

through the multiplier process, as discussed before- this is the main objective that Keynes says monetary 

policy should have. Keynes called this whole process the Keynesian Chain; as the money supply is increased, 

the interest rate decreases, which then increases investment due to MEC becoming greater than the interest 

rate, which then increases GDP by a multiple of the increase in investment because there is a greater aggregate 

demand created.  
 

In addition to the Keynesian Chain, Keynes also argued that “money does not matter” because he 

recognized that when the interest rate gets so low, say the 1-2% level, then bond prices become very high (as 

bonds are the substitute for money demanded). This means that the quantity of bonds demanded will reach 

almost zero and money demanded will reach almost infinity- at this point, no change in money supply can 

decrease the interest rate any further and the Keynesian Chain will break down, causing what Keynes titled a 

Liquidity Trap. Therefore, Keynes says the other objective of monetary policy should be to peg the interest at 

the level in which it is as low as possible. Monetary policy, Keynes argued, should always be secondary, 

supplementary, subordinate, and supportive.  
 

As for the US, monetary policy has exhibited Keynesian behavior. As the data shows, the interest rate 

was pegged at 3.25% from 2009-2015. Additionally, M1 and M2 have slowly been increased in order to keep 

the interest rate low.  
 

Keynesian monetary policy making took off during the financial crisis of 2008. The Fed pegged the 

interest rate at 3.25%. Both M1 and M2 have grown over $2 trillion since 2008. The Fed also increased their 

bond-buying, both in 2009 and 2011, through a new process called Quantitative Easing (QE1 and QE2). The 

inflation rate also stayed quite low for the amount of money that was being pumped into the economy, and the 

unemployment rate also dropped (as seen in the data) because of this expansionary policy (Kulkarni, p. 261). 

As for the pandemic, the Fed has implemented Keynesian policymaking during this time as well. Interest rates 

were dropped in the range of 0-0.25%, just as during the financial crisis of 2008. The Fed also continued with 

Quantitative Easing, increasing their holdings of financial assets by 74% in 2020 and also increased M2 by 

25%, the largest increase since 1943 (Gwartney et. al 2021). The Fed also encouraged lending to other banks, 

small businesses and corporations, and household and consumers- all Keynesian policymaking as it was 

expansionary, and continues to be expansionary as the pandemic continues.   
 

Year GDP 

(billions) 
Inflation 

(percent) 
Unemployment (% of 

labor force) 
M1 (billions) M2 (billions) Prime Interest 

Rate 

2009 14,448.9 -0.35 9.25 1582.2 8,275.3 3.25 

2010 14,992.1 1.64 9.63 1,674.7 8,458.5 3.25 

2011 15,542.6 3.16 8.95 1,846.3 8,823.2 3.25 

2012 16,197.0 2.07 8.07 2,197.6 9,735.6 3.25 

2013 16,784.9 1.46 7.37 2,471.6 10,481.1 3.25 
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2014 17,527.3 1.62 6.17 2,696.6 11,079.9 3.25 

2015 18,238.3 0.19 5.28 2,941.0 11,747.4 3.25 

2016 18,745.1 1.25 4.87 3,099.9 12,475.9 3.51 

2017 19,543.0 2.13 4.36 3,398.2 13,259.3 4.10 

2018 20,611.9 2.44 3.90 3,668.4 13,876.1 4.90 

2019 21,433.2 1.81 3.67 3,772.9 14,448.6 5.28 

2020 20,936.6 N/A 8.05 4,018.9 15,410.0 3.54 

Source: FRED, International Monetary Fund, World Bank Open Data 
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